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Engineering data
Junior Format LHF™ Systems

Image 2
Image 1

Courtesy: Evon Enterprises, Inc

Above: Three Leader D1202 systems in a Left-Center-Right Configuration, soffit mounted into a 2 Pi Boundary Layer Wall

The Junior sized format Leader Hollywood Format™ sound systems represent a scalable approach in achieving high dynamic
range, wide bandwidth monitoring systems in rooms of varying sizes. Optimized to include music applications in tracking,
mixing, scoring and high resolution playback, LHF Junior ™ excels across all musical genres with the ability to provide awe
inspiring audience involvement deep inside the story of a Digital Surround-Sound motion picture.
This document will outline applications for facilities between 2200 cu ft / 63 cu M to 10,000 cu ft / 238 cu M
High Resolution UL Ultra Linear Monitor Systems
The scalable family in the 1202 series establishes:
Exceptional imaging = wider “stereo” sweet spot with pin point positioning accuracy
Mid and High frequency controlled stability results in solid “phantom” images
Sound Stage exhibiting front to back depth (Z axis) together with the illusion of elevation
Clarity with the ability to “visualize” the layers in a mix together with a faithful representation of acoustical space
High Linearity to operate flawlessly from a whisper to extreme levels of intergalactic war fare
Transient response: instantly responds to fast leading edge musical transients reproducing fine details at all levels
Linearity
Faithful sound reproduction relies on many aspects. Linearity sums up the majority of aspects in one word. Reliability is also
a critical aspect in today’s digital era of furiously wide dynamic range encountered in digital sound effects for motion pictures.
Systems must remain in operation without the expensive smell of blue smoke when speakers are stressed beyond their limits.
Every delicate sonic event from a whisper is faithfully reproduced. From Zero to Infinity in the blink of an eye, the systems
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dynamic range capabilities to reach a peak of 115 dB SPL from a soft whisper (eg: approx 50 dB SPL) is 8,000,000 times
( eight million) times greater than the whisper. Our systems have the peak safety margins (headroom ) to reach beyond
122 dB SPL, or some 64,000,000 times greater than a whisper.
The aspect of linearity is far too frequently overlooked as recent small and compact speaker systems have evolved. The result
being that mixes do not translate well to larger systems, power bandwidth is limited hence bass and high frequency content is
not spectrally balanced. And all too frequently speakers fail resulting in expensive repairs.

X Max, Linearity and Power Compression
What is X max?
All speaker transducers have some form of physical movement. Visually, it is easiest to view a large speaker cone motion.
The X Max “limit” also Pe (Max) and Xmech is the thermally-limited maximum electrical input power which also relates
where any further input will result in failure of the suspension and / or the destruction of the voice coil due to excessive heating.
X max is the safe maximum Peak linear displacement (travel) of the diaphragm and suspension system. Also peak to peak.
It is at this point where the woofer will generate 10% Total Harmonic Distortion.
X max Linear: the point where Power Compression (heat and resulting loss in sensitivity) is less than 3dB (half power) typically
2.5 to 3dB. A Leader system is designed to maintain sustained average operating levels at -10 dB of rated power. At this
level, Power Compression is never greater than 1dB.
So…what does this all mean?
Systems to achieve this level of reliability will become physically large. An example will be a very low frequency system for
extending the power bandwidth when used with a 1202 or 1202 system down to 25 Hz with the capabilities achieving a
Dynamic Range of 70 dB. This represents a peak SPL of 115 dB SPL in a room that is quiet in the range of a practical 45 dB,
the difference being 70 dB. A Leader 1800-9-24 Very Low Frequency enclosure is equipped with a high performance 18 inch
woofer of advanced design.

Specifications 1800-9-24 SD enclosure only:
Power Bandwidth - 3dB: 22 to 85 Hz, low passed at 24 dB per Octave
Half Space Reference Efficiency: 3.3%
Safe Thermal Power Handling Long Term:
600 Watts 59 volts RMS
Short term 10 millisecond peaks:
2,400 Watts 119 volts peak
Output in Acoustic Watts:
19.8 Acoustic Watts
Amplifier power:
1800 watts “Average” (often referred to as RMS)
Power Compression: -10 dB (60 W) 00.8 dB -3dB (300 W) 2.5 dB
SPL below 60 Hz in ¼ space @ 500 watts:
125 dB SPL
System Tuning:
26 Hz B6 alignment with protection below 25 Hz

A system requires the sustained output of 115 dB SPL, for a safe thermal operating condition. Between 108 dB SPL and 115 dB
SPL is the PEAK level to be encountered in Cinema, however, Alternate Content and music in general requires on occasions
for a sound system to reach continuous average peaks to 118 to 120 dB with reliability.
As can be seen from the detailed specification the system’s long term safe thermal operating power handling is 600 Watts.
Traditional Cinema with 108 dB Peaks will be achieved with 64 watts of electrical amplifier input. 115dB peaks will require
256 amplifier watts and still operates with 100% reliability down to 24 Hz (power bandwidth). 512 watts (still below 600
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Watts) will generate 117/118 db SPL, still within safe operating conditions. 120 dB SPL is achieved safely with 1024 Watts.
The peak 10 millisecond power handling of 2400 watts (119 peak volts) places the 1024 watts safely with 3dB of amplifier
headroom.
Leader stipulates and locks the peak operating condition at 118 dB SPL well within the safe continuous limit of 600 watts.
The half space reference efficiency is a better approach in determining the systems operating condition rather than
specifying the 1 watt sensitivity, as the long term power handling capabilities may more readily be calculated. It takes
just over 8 watts to generate 100 dB SPL. The trouble is, that the human ear becomes less sensitive to low frequencies…………
hence, very low frequencies do not appear to be “very loud” at 100 dB SPL down at 30Hz. However, it takes 256 watts to
attain 114 dB SPL…..certainly an impressive level, however the change is 248 watts plus headroom requiring the ideal
amplifier match to become 248 + 6dB = a minimum of 992 watts. The reader will note how close the 992 watt number is to
1024 watts. So the balancing act is both in the choice of speaker system to reach and attain the required sound pressure
level (SPL), with zero power compression (no heat) and the selection of amplifier average power (incorrectly referred to
as RMS) to operate the system to peak undistorted levels.

The 1202 Family
Craft Studio mixing suites, dubbing stages, executive review theaters and screening rooms for studio heads and” the stars”,
all benefit through the application of the Leader Hollywood Format Junior series of Ultra Linear sound systems.
“The astonishing clarity and realism of the LHF™ system draws me from my seat
toward the screen, where I become an active observer inside the story”
Jason Mellin, Post production Supervisor
Bel Air Entertainment /Warner Bros.,
Collateral Damage
Leader has provided the Junior format and Junior Hybrid custom systems to music industry professionals. David Bowie’s
ISOLAR is the management company to Bowie and manager Bruce Dunbar. Studio playback sessions for Bon Jovi and
Motley Crue has also applied Leader Hollywood Format™ systems during their sessions.

Transparency is critical to our work, and the entire family of LHF™ systems provides
the depth and ideal sound, to match superior digital 2D and 3D cinema images.
Chris Hansen, Director of Engineering
Buena Vista / Disney, Burbank California

Leader D 1202-8.6-32SD Speaker System
Similar to the three systems shown in Image 1&2.
Illustrated “soffit mounted” into Boundary Layer Wall
Overall weight per each enclosure: 238 Lbs / 108 Kgs
Dimensions: Height 42” x Width 28” x 14” Deep
Illustrated in commercial grade flat black finish
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The Low Frequency Section of the D1202 system features a second woofer in a dedicated chamber, which provides
extended low frequency response to 32 Hz. This woofer is low passed at 85 Hz. The system is specifically designed to
be operated in a boundary layer wall system. Commonly referred to as a “Boundary Layer” wall, when correctly
designed speaker systems are operated in ½ Space, as in the case of each D1202 mounted in a boundary layer
configuration, the bass response is much smoother and extended over any “free standing” speaker system. Free
standing systems suffer from random energy being reflected back into the listening space from spaces behind and to
the sides of a speaker system....regardless of who manufactures the system. By “soffit” mounting a speaker system
into a boundary layer wall, all energy emanating from behind and sides of the speaker system is prevented from
entering the listening space. The result is much enhanced and smoother bass response, with extension down into the
sub bass region. The added benefit is that the low frequency headroom or safety margin is enhanced. When speakers
are operated in ½ space, the low frequency loading results in a gain of 6 db. This is the equivalent of quadrupling the
amplifier power below 100 Hz...and its free. The resulting 6 db gain is compensated for in the design and the – 6db is
used as the safety margin.
This 2pi operation (half-space) has a most desirable effect into the mid band. At frequencies with wavelengths longer
than the baffle perimeter, a free standing speaker system will be effectively be operating into spherical 4pi space at low
frequencies. As the frequency increases , or twice the wavelength, the mid and higher frequencies are operating into
2pi or ½ space. A speaker flat front baffle board is, broadly speaking, related to a horn. Therefore, as frequencies
now decrease in “pitch” the bass becomes less pronounced as there is a shift in acoustical power response. Complex
concepts, however this technique necessitates an engineered approach, which lesser organizations are unable to
provide.
Therefore the D1202 is no ordinary speaker system, as it is intended to be used with a massive2 pi boundary layer
speaker wall. Each D1202 does not come into contact with this wall. Each speaker enclosure (approx 240 Lbs / 109 Kgs
each) is resiliently mounted back to the concrete wall which forms the foundation for the studio space,
screening room or professional class residential theater. Therefore, there is no direct mechanical connection between
any speaker enclosure and the wooden structure. Consequently, there being no direct structure borne energy into the
wooden structure, there is no “early / early” sound transmission path which otherwise would have the ability to cancel
out bass energy in projects when speaker systems are attached to walls, floors and the shell of a room. This Leader
Hollywood Format™ system optimizes the acoustical science. The resulting sound field together with an elegance of
spatial details brings a new dimension to 3D and 2D sound encountered in music production and
the big screen.

D1202 WWG
The left and right channels
are equipped with a
laminated wooden solid
maple wave guide. The
system is isolated from the
structure with no energy
transmitted into the wall
system. The Center Channel
consists of a 1202-4.8-35
enclosure located behind the
micro perforated screen.
The D1800-17-24SD subwoofer is also soffit mounted
and isolated from the
structure.
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SPECIFICATIONS: D1202, 1202 2 Way Bi-Amplified Systems

16K -6dB @ 45 degrees H
4K -5dB @ 45 degrees H

8K -6dB @ 45 degrees H
4K -5dB @ 45 degrees V & H

1.5K crossover symmetrical dip @ 18 degrees V

Specifications per D 1202 enclosure:
Long term average power handling:
Woofer 1: 350 watts
Woofer 2: 350 watts
HF Driver: 25 watts
10 millisecond peak power handling: Woofers: 1200 watts PK each
HF driver: 240 watts PK
Frequency Response @ -3dB 2pi:
24 to 18 kHz (X curve weighting)
Crossover Frequency and slope:
1.5 kHz 24 dB / Octave
Phase Variation 300 to 3000 Hz:
+/- 22 degrees
HF Directivity Index and Dispersion:
12.6 dB / 90 x 90 degrees conical
½ space reference efficiency:
4.2%
Peak SPL output :
128 dB SPL max peak
Average SPL output (safe operating):
116 dB SPL (6.3 Acoustic Watts)
System Tuning:
28 Hz / B6

Polar Diagrams and Beamwidth Data for 1202 and D1202 Systems
It can be seen from the Polar Diagrams that the off axis response provides consistent coverage angle at 88 degrees +/6 degrees. Note the uniformity in horizontal coverage above the crossover frequency of 1500 Hz. The axial
Frequency Response on the 90 x90 degree conical wave guide and driver combination is in close correspondence to
the drivers power response above 1000 Hz. Viewed for a different perspective, unlike naked dome drivers which
Have a rising Di (Directivity Index) as the frequency rises the coverage angle narrows, decreasing the ability to accurately
image when using two enclosures in a stereo pair. The consistent Power Response illustrated relates to the 1202 Mid and
HF coverage across the 90 degree coverage angle in having smooth and constant frequency response both “on axis at 0
degrees” and also “off axis” to +/- 45 degrees (90 degrees overall). The transition at 1500 Hz (crossover) to the mid-bass /
MF 12 inch woofer is a precise match in horizontal coverage. The small dip to 70 degrees vertical at 1500 Hz is of minor
consequence in the vertical coverage, and covers less than an octave and is further illustrated in the Polar Diagram at
17 degrees and 18 degrees respectively. In highly critical applications where the vertical coverage dips at the ears of the
mixing engineer, the dip may be shifted +/- 10 degrees overall using the time delay offsets in either the DXO or DXMS
Digital Speaker Management System.
The Beamwidth and Polar Diagram data is identical for both 1202 and D1202 systems as shown above 1000Hz.
HD 1.5 Driver on 90 x 90 wave guide, rear view
Note that the driver and wave guide system are contained in a sealed enclosure.
Hi internal operating pressure levels created by the woofer system are isolated
from the precision HF section.
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Model: 1202 FF (Flat Face)
Typical application as Center Channel
Overall Dimensions:
Height: 24.5 inches 622.3 mm
Depth: 14 inches 355.6 mm
Width: 28.5 inches 723.9 mm
Bi-amplified operation only

Model: 1202 Ti (Toe In)
Main Left and Right Precision Monitor System
The enclosure is constructed with the 30 degree
“Toe In” . Illustrated is the Right Channel. The Left
Channel enclosure is a mirror image.
This method facilitates installation techniques, as can
be seen the back and sides of the enclosure remain
square, which conserves space. Both the FF and Ti
versions have identical acoustical performance
Bi-amplified operation only

RS 1500-6.8-29SD
Compact Screening Room Low Frequency System
Where bass extension is required in small rooms, each
1202 two way enclosure may be extended into a three
way active Tri-Amplified system. This improved the
overall headroom in the 1202 system while extending
the power bandwidth to 25 Hz. Overlapping crossover
points are optional and time delays available in the
DXO and or DXMS Digital Management System
optimizes the time alignment.
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The systems are scalable to include 3 way and 4 way active systems. Large(er) rooms require the D1800 LHF very low
frequency system. Common to all systems is the bi-amplified mid bass and hi-frequency section Model 1202. The 1202 may
in sub-compact rooms be applied as a full range bi-amplified premium system.
4 Way Precision Systems for Music Playback and Motion Picture Multi-Channel Sound

The Wowee on Maui Project
Waterfront $ 15 million Residence at
Makena near the Prince Hotel
Open Plan Room: Area 2800 sq ft / 260 Sq Meters
Volume: 30,800 Cu Ft / 872 Cu Meters
Immediate theatre area open plan:
Area: 650 Sq Feet /
Expanding Volume: > 7150 Cu Ft / 202 Cu Meters
Left and Right D1804-38-23SD 4 way active
HF: Constant Directivity Super Tweeter
MF: 90 x 90 conical Constant Directivity Wave Guide
Mid Bass: 12 inch precision woofer
VLF: Two 18 inch Studio drivers in 580 Lbs Enclosure
LHF™ Large Format D1800-17-24 SD Systems
Total Left and Right weight: 1950 lbs / 886 Kgs
Center Channel: 1503-9.5-32SD 3 way active
HF and MF: same as Left and Right Channels
LF: 15 inch studio woofer
Enclosure weight: 325 lbs / 148 kgs

AMPLIFIER COMPLIMENT D1804-38-23SD (one channel)
18 Inch woofer #1
18 inch woofer #2
12 inch mid bass
MF 90 x 90
HF Super Tweeter

1800 watts Average @ 8 ohms damping factor 5000:1
1800 watts Average @ 8 ohms damping factor 5000:1
1200 watts Average @ 8 ohms STUDER A68
300 watts Average @6.3 ohm STUDER A68
300 watts Average @ 7 ohms STUDER A68

AMPLIFIER COMPLIMENT 1503-9.5-32SD
15 inch woofer
MF 90 x 90
HF Super Tweeter

1200 watts Average @ 8 Ohms STUDER A68
300 watts Average @ 6.3 Ohms STUDER A68
300 watts Average @ 7 Ohms STUDER A68

Total Average amplifier power to the entire Left-Center-Right array 12,600 watts Average (Note: RMS is incorrectly used)
Peak Amplifier Power @ + 6 dB = 37,800 watts

STEREO IMAGING IN TWO CHANNEL MODE LEFT & RIGHT

The stable image conveys an astonishing acoustical space which spans across the entire musical
genre. The effective stereo width at the -6 dB points is 26 feet / 7925 mm. Acoustical Blankets behind
the sound transparent doors dampen and absorb edge diffraction effects from the speaker enclosure.
Further, the inner core of the doors likewise contains acoustical absorbent. None of the 5 massive
enclosures are in contact with the cabinetry. All are resiliently mounted to the concrete wall.
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Bay Harbor Michigan, USA
The Summer Residence Project
Room area: 750 sq ft / 70 sq M
Room Volume: 7875 cu ft/ 223 cuM

Large Rooms necessitate the application of the D1800 LHF™ Large Format VLF (Very Low Frequency) systems.
There are similarities to the Maui, Hawaii System. However, here ach of the three Left-Center-Right Channels are
identical. The offset of the “Center Channel” shifted to the right was unavoidable due to the architectural design to
allow for a fireplace. While at first look, it certainly appears peculiar to have a Center Channel not centered,
in practical terms is works. It works for three reasons:
1) the Center Channel directed dialog and effects is reproduced by a dedicated channel
2) the polar plots of the Mid and Hi frequency sections allowed for the Center Channel to be “toed in”
Such that the acoustical power spectrum across the horizontal coverage remained constant over the
Prime listening positions
3) with the sound transparent doors closed and the sound transparent screen in the down position, there
being no visual reference to the offset of the Center Channel speaker system, everything appears
to be believable. Testing movie sound in two channel mode, the resulting phantom centered dialog
lacked the spectral quality and anchored position which the Center channel provides.

AMPLIFIER COMPLIMENT D1804-38-23SD
18 Inch woofer #1
18 inch woofer #2
12 inch mid bass
MF 90 x 90
HF Super Tweeter

1800 watts Average @ 8 ohms Leader Type 20 (bridged Mono)
1800 watts Average @ 8 ohms Leader Type 20 (bridged Mono)
1200 watts Average @ 8 ohms Leader Type 10 (bridged Mono)
300 watts Average @6.3 ohm Leader Type 10 (2 channel Mode)
300 watts Average @ 7 ohms Leader Type 10 (2 channel Mode)

Total Left-Center-Right amplifier power: 16,200 watts average @ 8 Ohms
LFE Channel (the .1 channel) is routed simultaneously to the three (3) D 1800 enclosures with a total of six (6)
18 inch woofers. The Bandwidth of the LFE channel is 18 to 80 Hz, just over two octaves. The total power
Below 90 Hz available is 1800 X 6 = 10,800 watts @ 8 ohms average. Of course, the total power is never used, as good
Engineering practice is to allow for 6 dB peaks above the maximum operating level.
The combined three D1800 enclosures will produce:
Max Continuous SPL: 138.5 dB SPL
Maximum Continuous output in Acoustical Watts: 365 aW
Peak SPL (safe)
144 dB SPL
The system was designed for an International Music Executive. The system was engineered to operate flawlessly
to continuous levels approaching 118 to 120 db SPL in each channel. This effectively provides 18 to 20 dB of
operating headroom. The system is “gain blocked) and limited to 122 db SPL
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3 Way Precision Systems for Music Playback and Motion Picture Multi-Channel Sound

Screening Room Professional Format
Room: Area 336 sq ft / 31.2 Sq meters
Volume 3696 Cu Ft / 105 cu meters
2Pi Boundary Layer wall with speakers operating in
½ space, smoother bass and mid response
Speakers Tri-Amped: : 1202 Ti Left and Right
1202 FF Center
1800-9-27 SD VLF systems
Front Channel Amplifiers: six (6)
VLF 18 to 80 Hz Type 20 x 3 = 5400 watts avg
Mid & Highs Type 10 x 3 = 1500 watts avg
Total Power Screen Channels = 6900 watts avg.

Low Frequency Performance / Channel
SPL = 114 dB
N

5 dB per division 114 dB

..........

Display at left shows the 1800 system flat in power to 25 Hz
Note: that this is not 3 dB down, but “flat” to 25 Hz.
The resolution is 5 dB per division
20 Hz is down -4dB just slightly below the -3 dB ½ power point
16 Hz is reproduced at a most impressive 108 dB SPL, and is down
6 dB.
We have taken this measurement at the peak of the peaks encountered
in elevated playback levels in movies…. A good safety precaution.

16

20

25

Hz.

CinemaScope 12 ft / 3658mm wide
acoustically transparent screen in
front of the 1202 L-C-R speakers.
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Scale is 5 dB per division Response is better than +/- 2 dB

Center Channel Response through micro perforated screen
Measured at 10 feet / 3048 mm
Preliminary data, project not completed

Note the smoothness in response at an octave above and below
the 1500 Hz crossover point. Optimized due to time delays in the
DXMS-24 Speaker Management System
Preliminary Left & Right channel matching through screen
Performance better than +/- 2 dB

Hatching = Left

Black = Right

The compact LHF™ solution for really small spaces
2 way operation MS 802 bi-amplified (8 inch / 2 way)
3 way operation with RS 1500 VLF system
Polar data identical for MS 802 above 1600 Hz crossover
Amplifier Compliment:
MS 802 2 way full range: HF 300 watts, LF 400 watts
3 way active: VLF 1500 watts
MID bass & Mids 400 watts
HF 300 watts
External amplifiers in addition to either the DXO or DXMS-24 are required
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Studio acoustics and custom monitor and tracking systems by Leader

When producers get serious about recording, they return to the great large studios. For over 30 years,
Leader Sound Technologies Corporation has designed and equipped grand studios. Michael Leader (standing)
with classical music producer Alla Love in a classical session with her Asian client. Very large format systems
by Leader including electronics, acoustical design and engineering…….classical, for both rock & roll and
Beethoven. This is the realm of big money, reliability, top flight musicianship with the ability to really know
what “live off the floor” means and how real instruments retain their dynamics and purity when reproduced
through supremely well engineered and developed speaker systems. (speakers atop the console are not made
by Leader)

Leader cinema systems, inc
www.leadercinema.com
Phone: 213.359.9129
cc@leadercinema.com
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